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DOMINATOR DISTORTION
USER MANUAL

GAIN
intensity of distortion, from crunch to all-out-distortion

LEVEL
overall volume.

BASS
The Dominator is capable of a huge bass boost. Start with less bass, increase slowly and explore
the limits of your amp/cab.

MIDS
cut/boost mid control with neutral middle setting. This is a very powerful control, the character of
the sound can be changed quite drastically.

MID RANGE SWITCH
sets the range of the MID control. The switch has thre positions:
left position = MID
boost to balance mid-scooped clean settings on your amp, cut for classic heavy metal tones
middle position = LOW MID
boost to fatten thin-sounding pickups, cut a little for better chord clarity, cut more for aggressive
modern rhyhtm sounds
right position = HI MID
boost for pronounced attack and “british” feel, cut for smoother tones

TREBLE
cut/boost control, affects high frequencies only – no interaction with the other controls.

POWER SUPPLY
The Diablo can be run on a 9v battery or a power supply.
The power supply must be a regulated 9VDC adapter with the 2.1 mm „barrel plug” and negative
center pin (standard for the very most pedals of Boss, Ibanez, Fulltone and many other pedals).

The Dominator features an internal circuit that electronically doubles the supplied voltage (18 volts
from a  9 volts battery or power supply).
DO NOT SUPPLY MORE THAN 9 VOLTS OR WRONG POLARITY, you may damage the pedal.
DO NOT SUPPLY AC, you will definitely damage the pedal.
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